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Lady Lugnut's Surprise

It was a Adjective and Adjective day when Lady Lugnut went out for a walk with her

Animal Biscuit. As they were Adverb Verb ending in ing down the sidewalk, Lady Lugnut

noticied a Adjective puddle right in her path. She lifted her right foot to begin stepping over it when

suddenly a hand of some sort Past tense verb out of the puddle and grabbed Lady Lugnut and pulled her in.

She Past tense verb and closed her Body part (plural) as her hand tightly gripped Biscuit's leash. When

she opened her body part (plural) she looked around in awe of the scene right before her body part 

(plural) . The sky was a light pink and giant marshmallows floated in the sky as if they were clouds. Then,

Lady's eyes scanned down to the squishy blue ground and she tried to walk but realized that every step was very

difficult and felt as if she had stepped in a huge pile of chewed bubblegum on the sidewalk. She had let go of her

dog's leash by accident and watched as Biscuit began leaping away into the distance. Then she began to wonder

what had snatched her up from the puddle in the first place. She slowly turned her head and saw a big green

monkey-like creature staring at her curiously. It was wearing a neon yellow loin cloth and had a flowing red

mane of hair. Once again, Lady Lugnut screamed and tried to run away but was finding it a very hard task in the

gummy, sticky ground beneath her heels. She stumbled and fell face-first into the blue, nasty ground. All at once

she was pulled up out of the goop by the strange monkey creature. After that, she realized this must be a nice

creature and they quickly became friends and talked over bacon-flavored tea. Lady Lugnut learned that this

creature had a name and it was Sibuna.She was also greeted by many of the creature's friends, including the

meatloaf buffalo, bagel cat, and of course the sweet cornbread bunnies. Soon it was time for Lady to leave and

Sibuna



found her dog Biscuit and led her back to the puddle portal back home. Lady Lugnut and Biscuit never forgot the

wonderful adventure they had with Sibuna the monkey creature and the funky world they had encountered.
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